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                oday we celebrate and recognize the  
significant accomplishments of our faculty 
during the past academic year. Our collective 

research continues to advance disciplinary frontiers as 
we seek to solve the global engineering challenges of 
our age. It is important to pause and acknowledge that 
the excellence and impact of these efforts are recognized 
by institutions and organizations that represent both 
national and international academic communities and professional organizations. 

As we’ve examined our strengths as a faculty, it has become clear that we are defining 
and pushing disciplinary frontiers that will impact our lives in ways we can only begin 
to imagine. Our investigations—in the fields of data science; advanced materials 
and devices; sensing, imaging, and visualization; and computer-based engineering 
science—have shown how our work is transcending disciplines. At the same time, 
our work in health and wellness, sustainability and resilience, communications and 
information, and risk and security has the power to transform lives.

Last year’s celebration of the 150th anniversary of our founding gave us reason to 
reflect on the past accomplishments of our faculty, students, and alumni. As we 
move forward, our faculty continues this great tradition, actively translating their 
research into practical innovations, capitalizing on our expanding avenues for 
entrepreneurship and engagement with industry. Through our teaching, mentoring, 
and example, we are preparing our students to use their intellect, their diverse talents, 
their creativity, and their passion to impact our world and to make the lives of future 
generations better. Faculty who are cited in these pages represent the continuation 
of our School’s impressive tradition of outstanding research and scholarship into 
succeeding generations. 

This year we are pleased to celebrate the exceptional scholarship of David Yao, elected 
to the National Academy of Engineering; Kartik Chandran, a new MacArthur Fellow; 
three professors who have received named chairs—Alexander L. Gaeta, Michal 
Lipson, and Peter Schlosser; and all our faculty who have received recognitions this 
past year. Congratulations!

 Mary C. Boyce 
Dean of Engineering 
Morris A. and Alma Schapiro Professor

 
Introduction

 T

Excellence

“We are in a Renaissance period 

for Engineering—a period of 

great research, great creativity and 

invention, great innovation, and 

incredible translation of these 

innovations to solutions that 

impact every aspect of society.” 

— M a R y  C .  B o y C E
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David Yao
Piyasombatkul Family Professor of Industrial Engineering and 
Operations Research

NatioNal academy of eNgiNeeriNg 

elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering for his 
leading scholarship and research into stochastic systems and their 
applications in engineering and service operations
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Kartik Chandran
Associate Professor of Earth and Environmental Engineering

macarthur fouNdatioN fellowship

given to individuals with exceptional creativity, promise for 
important future advances based on a track record of significant 
accomplishments, and potential for the fellowship to facilitate 
subsequent creative work; for his work in transforming wastewater 
from a pollutant requiring disposal to a resource for useful 
products, such as commodity chemicals, energy sources, and 
fertilizers
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Named Professors

Alexander L. Gaeta
David M. Rickey Professor of Applied Physics and of Materials 
Science

applied physics aNd applied mathematics

Michal Lipson
Eugene Higgins Professor of Electrical Engineering

electrical eNgiNeeriNg

Peter Schlosser
Maurice Ewing and J. Lamar Worzel Professor of Geophysics  
and Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences

earth aNd eNviroNmeNtal eNgiNeeriNg

 
Singular Honors

Alfred Aho
Lawrence Gussman Professor of Computer Science

hoNorary doctorate, doctor of scieNce, honoris causa, 
uNiversity of toroNto

Mary C. Boyce
Dean, The Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied 
Science; Morris A. and Alma Schapiro Professor, Mechanical 
Engineering

2015 eNgiNeeriNg scieNce medal, society of eNgiNeeriNg 
scieNce

awarded by the Society of Engineering Science for seminal 
contributions to the understanding of the mechanical behavior of 
nonlinear viscoelastic/viscoplastic solids and for opening up the 
field for quantitative modeling of finite deformation analysis of the 
inelastic response of polymers 

Michael J. Massimino
Professor of Professional Practice, Mechanical Engineering

Nasa hubble 25th aNNiversary commeNdatioN

presented to members of the Hubble Space Telescope Astronaut 
Team by NASA Administrator Charles Bolden

cradle of aviatioN museum spirit of discovery award 
given to leaders in aerospace who inspire future generations, in 
particular, in recognition for his courage, sacrifice, and service to the 
country as a Space Shuttle astronaut
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Christopher Scholz
Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences and of Applied 
Physics and Applied Mathematics

harry fieldiNg reid medal, seismological society of america 
awarded for outstanding contributions in seismology and earthquake 
engineering

Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic
Mikati Foundation Professor of Biomedical Engineering and 
Professor of Medical Sciences

NatioNal academy of iNveNtors

for demonstrating “a highly prolific spirit of innovation in creating 
or facilitating outstanding inventions that have made a tangible 
impact on quality of life, economic development, and the welfare of 
society”; she has over 70 licensed, issued, or pending patents and has 
founded two biotech companies

Y. Lawrence Yao
Professor of Mechanical Engineering

miltoN c. shaw maNufacturiNg research medal, americaN 
society of mechaNical eNgiNeers

for “significant fundamental contributions to the science and 
technology of manufacturing processes”

 
Singular Honors

Shree Nayar
T. C. Chang Professor of Computer Science

NatioNal academy of iNveNtors

for demonstrating “a highly prolific spirit of innovation in creating 
or facilitating outstanding inventions that have made a tangible 
impact on quality of life, economic development, and the welfare 
of society”; he has been awarded more than 40 patents for his 
inventions related to digital imaging, computer vision, human-
computer interfaces, and robotics

ismail C. Noyan
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and of Earth 
and Environmental Engineering; Chair, Department of 
Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics

JeNkiNs lifetime achievemeNt award, iNterNatioNal ceNtre 
for diffractioN data

for contributions to the development of residual stress measurements 
and their applications in materials science and for his teaching and 
research in neutron and x-ray diffraction methods for analyses of 
micro- and nanoscale structures

Richard M. Osgood Jr.
Eugene Higgins Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering 
and Professor Emeritus of Applied Physics and Applied 
Mathematics

2015 ieee photoNics society QuaNtum electroNics award

for seminal contributions to novel laser systems, laser-surface 
photochemistry, and integrated linear and nonlinear Si waveguides

 
Singular Honors
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Matei Ciocarlie
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

office of Naval research (oNr) youNg iNvestigator program 
award

for work on human-in-the-loop systems in which humans and 
robotic manipulators work together, side by side, on the same task

Pierre Gentine
Assistant Professor of Earth and Environmental Engineering

u.s. departmeNt of eNergy (doe) early career research 
program award

to support research on land-atmosphere interactions and the role 
they play in weather and climate prediction

Christine Hendon
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

Nsf faculty early career developmeNt (career) award

to support her project, “Structure-Functional Imaging of the 
Atrial Myocardium,” and for her work using optical imaging 
and spectroscopy as a means to monitor radiofrequency ablation 
treatment of cardiac arrhythmias

Faculty Early Career  
Development Awards

Faculty Early Career  
Development Awards

Nima Mesgarani
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

2015 pew scholar

to support interdisciplinary research spanning electrical engineering, 
neurophysiology, linguistics, and computational modeling to explore 
the complex neural networks involved in language perception and 
advance biologically inspired speech recognition programs

Kristin Myers
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Nsf faculty early career developmeNt (career) award

to support her project, “Growth and Remodeling of the Uterine 
Cervix during Pregnancy”

Mingoo Seok
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

Nsf faculty early career developmeNt (career) award

to support his project focused on computing chip design, 
“Addressing Deepening Variability Challenges for Next-Generation 
Margin-Free VLSI Computing Platform Design”
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John Wright
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

2015 pami youNg researcher award

given by the IEEE Computer Society to one early career researcher 
per year for outstanding research in the area of computer vision

Nanfang Yu
Assistant Professor of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics

darpa youNg faculty award 
to support his research on “flat optics,” using strong interactions 
between light and 2D-structured materials to control light at will, 
and, in particular, metasurface-based flat optical modulators

Changxi Zheng
Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Nsf faculty early career developmeNt (career) award

for his proposal, “Simulating Nonlinear Audiovisual Dynamics for 
Virtual Worlds and Interactive Applications,” to create realistic 
computer-generated sounds

Faculty Early Career  
Development Awards

Steve WaiChing Sun
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering 
Mechanics

u.s. army youNg iNvestigator program award

to support further research on modeling how microscopic water and 
air seepages inside each pore of granular materials, such as sand, silt, 
and sediment, affect the bearing capacity and stability of the ground

elected member of computatioNal mechaNics committee 
aNd graNular mechaNics committee of asce eNgiNeeriNg 
mechaNics iNstitute 

Qi Wang
Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering

2014 Narsad youNg iNvestigator award of the braiN & 
behavior research fouNdatioN

to use advanced functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
brain scans to measure the dynamics of neural circuits integrating 
visual and tactile information in patients with schizophrenia and 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

2015 sackler coNvergeNce award, the sackler ceNter

recognizing significant advances in convergence research—the 
integration of two or more of the following disciplines: mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, biomedicine, biology, astronomy, earth sciences, 
engineering, and computational science—for achievements possible 
only through such integration

Faculty Early Career  
Development Awards
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Election to Professional Societies

Mark Cane
G. Unger Vetlesen Professor of Earth and Climate Sciences and 
Professor of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics

fellow, the oceaNography society

for contributions to the understanding and prediction of the El 
Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the tropical oceans and 
their effects on climate and society

Michael J. Massimino
Professor of Professional Practice, Mechanical Engineering

member, associatioN of space explorers

for individuals who have completed at least one orbit of the earth in 
a spacecraft

feniosky Peña-Mora
Edwin Howard Armstrong Professor of Civil Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics and Professor of Computer Science and 
of Earth and Environmental Engineering

fellow, chartered iNstitute of buildiNg (uNited kiNgdom)
the world’s largest professional body for construction management 
and leadership

Lorenzo Polvani
Professor of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics and of 
Earth and Environmental Sciences

fellow, americaN meteorological society

for outstanding contributions to the atmospheric or related oceanic 
or hydrologic sciences

 
Election to Professional Societies

Henning Schulzrinne
Julian Clarence Levi Professor of Mathematical Methods and 
Computer Science and Professor of Electrical Engineering

fellow, associatioN for computiNg machiNery 
for contributions to the design of protocols, applications, and 
algorithms for Internet multimedia

Latha Venkataraman
Associate Professor of Applied Physics

fellow, americaN physical society

for pioneering contributions to measurement and understanding of 
electron transport through single organic molecules

Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic
Mikati Foundation Professor of Biomedical Engineering and 
Professor of Medical Sciences

fellow, americaN associatioN for the advaNcemeNt of scieNce (aaas)
for distinguishing contributions to the field of tissue engineering, 
particularly by developing functional human tissues for regenerative 
medicine, stem cell research, and modeling of disease

board of directors, americaN iNstitute for medical aNd 
biological eNgiNeeriNg (aimbe)

chair-elect, college of fellows, aimbe

Chris H. Wiggins
Associate Professor of Applied Mathematics

fellow, americaN physical society 
for pioneering work in computational biology, including the 
applications of machine learning, statistical inference, and 
information theory for the investigation of biological networks
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Augustin Chaintreau
Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Roxana Geambasu
Assistant Professor of Computer Science 

xray (the first fiNe-graiNed, robust, aNd scalable persoNal 
data trackiNg system for the web) 
featured in the New York Times Bits blog, 2014; Guardian 
Technology blog; Fast Company Co.Exist blog; ReadWrite; 
NetworkWorld.com; and nine other sources

Jingguang G. Chen
Thayer Lindsley Professor of Chemical Engineering

2015 mcs giuseppe parravaNo memorial award for 
excelleNce iN catalysis research

Xi Chen
Associate Professor of Computer Science

2015 presburger award, europeaN associatioN for 
theoretical computer scieNce (eatcs)
to a young scientist for outstanding contributions in theoretical 
computer science, documented by a published paper or a series of 
published papers

Recognitions and Achievements 
Roxana Geambasu
Assistant Professor of Computer Science 

2014 microsoft faculty fellowship

given to early-career scholars who are engaged in state-of-the-art 
computing research and have the potential to make significant advances 
in the field

Daniel Hsu
Assistant Professor of Computer Science

2014 yahoo academic career eNhaNcemeNt (ace) award

for pioneering innovations that improve the Internet in both 
evolutionary and revolutionary ways

Shiho Kawashima
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering 
Mechanics

forbes 30 uNder 30 list: scieNce 
recognized for her work in experimental cement and concrete research

ioannis Kymissis
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering 

2014 PoPular science Magazine ’s iNveNtioN award 
for Radiator Labs, developer of a radiator retrofit that increases the energy 
efficiency of steam heating systems

verizoN powerful aNswers award 
for entrepreneurs, companies, and innovators worldwide to provide innovative 
solutions in transportation, emergency response, and Internet of Things

Recognitions and Achievements 
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Recognitions and Achievements 
feniosky Peña-Mora
Edwin Howard Armstrong Professor of Civil Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics and Professor of Computer Science and 
of Earth and Environmental Engineering

asce coNstructioN maNagemeNt award

for exceptional leadership and outstanding contributions to the field 
of construction engineering and management through his education 
and research innovations

thousaNd taleNts program expert (chiNa)

visitiNg chair professorship, tsiNghua uNiversity

visitiNg fellow, royal academy of eNgiNeeriNg (uNited kiNgdom)

Henning Schulzrinne
Julian Clarence Levi Professor of Mathematical Methods and 
Computer Science and Professor of Electrical Engineering

ieee iNterNet award

for exceptional contributions to the advancement of Internet technology 

Adam Sobel
Professor of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics and of 
Earth and Environmental Sciences

2014 asceNt award, americaN geophysical uNioN 
(atmospheric scieNces sectioN) 
for outstanding contributions to the modeling of aerosol properties and 
their impact on climate in the troposphere and lower stratosphere

louis J. battaN author’s award from the americaN 
meteorological society

for his book, Storm Surge: Hurricane Sandy, Our Changing Climate, and 
Extreme Weather of the Past and Future, which “makes accessible the 
sophisticated science behind Hurricane Sandy, highlighting the critical 
connection of severe weather prediction to our lives and a warming world”

Recognitions and Achievements 
Ponisseril Somasundaran
LaVon Duddleson Krumb Professor of Mineral Engineering, 
Earth and Environmental Engineering

2015 alexaNder schwarzkopf prize for techNological 
iNNovatioN from the iNdustry/uNiversity cooperative 
research ceNter (i/ucrc) associatioN committee

on behalf of the Center for Particulate and Surfactant Systems 
(CPaSS), recognized for its “exemplary research contribution to 
technology innovation and its positive impact on the technology, 
industry, and to society as a whole”

Yannis Tsividis
Edwin Howard Armstrong Professor of Electrical Engineering

fall 2014 issue of ieee solid-state circuits Magazine was 
devoted to the impact of his research oN the field of solid-
state circuits

francesco Volpe
Associate Professor of Applied Physics

fusioN power associates 2015 excelleNce iN fusioN 
eNgiNeeriNg award 
given annually since 1987 to recognize persons in the relatively early 
part of their careers who have shown both technical accomplishment 
and potential to become exceptionally influential leaders in the 
fusion field
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Recognitions and Achievements 
Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic
Mikati Foundation Professor of Biomedical Engineering and 
Professor of Medical Sciences

Named oNe of the 100 leadiNg global thiNkers for 2014 by 
Foreign Policy Magazine for successfully usiNg a 3d priNter 
to create replacemeNt cartilage tissue

blue ribboN advisory paNel for bioeNgiNeeriNg/
computatioNal biology study sectioNs, Nih–ceNter for 
scieNtific review

Michael Weinstein
Professor of Applied Mathematics and of Mathematics

simoNs math+x iNvestigator 
on a program established by the Simons Foundation to encourage 
novel collaborations between mathematics and other fields in 
science or engineering; to lead collaborations between the Applied 
Mathematics program of the Department of Applied Physics and 
Applied Mathematics and the Department of Mathematics in the 
mathematics of waves in novel media, such as those arising in optics, 
photonics, and condensed matter physics

 
Scholarly Leadership

Sunil Agrawal
Professor of Mechanical Engineering and of Rehabilitation and 
Regenerative Medicine

chair, asme desigN divisioN

Gerard Ateshian
Andrew Walz Professor of Mechanical Engineering and 
Professor of Biomedical Engineering

vice chair, u.s. NatioNal committee oN biomechaNics

Katayun Barmak
Philips Electronics Professor of Applied Physics and Applied 
Mathematics

program co-chair, 16th JoiNt iNterNatioNal magNetism aNd 
magNetic materials aNd iNtermag coNfereNce

Simon J. L. Billinge
Professor of Materials Science and of Applied Physics and 
Applied Mathematics

symposium co-orgaNizer, aca aNNual meetiNg oN “powder 
pair distributioN fuNctioN aNd pharmaceuticals”

2015 chair, materials special iNterest group of the 
americaN crystallographic associatioN 

2015 sNs triaNNual review of photoN scieNces divisioN 

2015 special editioN, NaNoscale, perovskites at the 
NaNoscale: from fuNdameNtals to applicatioNs 
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Scholarly Leadership

Patricia Culligan
Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics; 
Associate Director, Data Science Institute

elected chair, staNdiNg committee oN geological aNd 
geotechNical eNgiNeeriNg, divisioN of earth aNd life 
scieNces, NatioNal academies

elected member, board of goverNors, asce geo-iNstitute

George Deodatis
Santiago and Robertina Calatrava Family Professor of Civil 
Engineering; Chair, Department of Civil Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics

member, board of goverNors, eNgiNeeriNg mechaNics 
iNstitute of the americaN society of civil eNgiNeers

X. edward Guo  
Professor of Biomedical Engineering; Vice Chair, Department of 
Biomedical Engineering 

vice chair, cellular aNd tissue eNgiNeeriNg committee, 
bioeNgiNeeriNg divisioN, asme

chair, Nsf-columbia mechaNomediciNe symposium, columbia 
uNiversity

 
Scholarly Leadership

Andreas Hielscher
Professor of Biomedical Engineering, of Radiology (Physics), 
and of Electrical Engineering

theme chair, biomedical imagiNg & image processiNg, 
ieee eNgiNeeriNg iN mediciNe aNd biology coNfereNce, 
“biomedical eNgiNeeriNg: a bridge to improve the Quality of 
health care aNd the Quality of life”

chair, europeaN coNfereNce oN biomedical optics (ecbo)

theme chair aNd editor, biomedical imagiNg & image 
processiNg theme, 36th aNNual iNterNatioNal coNfereNce, 
ieee eNgiNeeriNg iN mediciNe aNd biology society 
(embc’14)

chair, exterNal advisory board meetiNg, Nih 
bioeNgiNeeriNg research proJect, “a Novel optical spectral 
imagiNg system for rapid imagiNg of breast tumor margiNs”

elizabeth Hillman
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering and of Radiology 
(Physics)

iNaugural geNeral chair, the optical society (osa) optics 
aNd the braiN meetiNg

elected geNeral chair, osa biomedical optics (biomed) 
meetiNg, 2018 (vice chair iN 2016)

2014 co-chair, spie/osa ecbo meetiNg, “NeurophotoNics” 
coNfereNce 

2015 co-chair, “NeurophotoNics” eci coNfereNce, 
“advaNces iN optics for biotechNology, mediciNe, aNd 
surgery xii” 

2014 program chair, osa biomed, “biophysics, biology & 
biophotoNics: the crossroads” 
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Scholarly Leadership

Garud iyengar
Professor of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research; 
Chair, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations 
Research

simoNs fouNdatioN distiNguished visitor, simoNs ceNter 
for study of liviNg machiNes at the NatioNal ceNter for 
biological scieNce, baNgalore

Peter Kinget
Professor of Electrical Engineering

distiNguished lecturer, 2015 ieee solid-state circuits 
society 

elisa Konofagou
Professor of Biomedical Engineering and of Radiology (Physics)

2014 co-chair, iNterNatioNal tissue elasticity imagiNg 
coNfereNce

2014 co-chair, ieee iNterNatioNal ultrasoNics symposium

ioannis Kougioumtzoglou
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering 
Mechanics

certificate of appreciatioN, americaN society of civil 
eNgiNeers (asce)
for extraordinary efforts organizing the Second International 
Conference on Risk and Uncertainty (ICVRAM-ISUMA) at 
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom

 
Scholarly Leadership

Sanat Kumar
Professor of Chemical Engineering; Chair, Department  
of Chemical Engineering

editor, nPj coMPutational Materials, part of the New oNliNe 
series of Nature partNer JourNals

elected vice chair, divisioN of polymer physics, americaN 
physical society

V. faye McNeill
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering

vice chair, aiche eNviroNmeNtal divisioN 2015 (secoNd vice 
chair iN 2014, chair iN 2016)

symposium chair, “the role of water iN aerosol chemistry,” 
aaar aNNual meetiNg, miNNeapolis, mN, october 2015

Barclay Morrison iii
Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering; Vice Dean of 
Undergraduate Programs

elected vice presideNt, iNterNatioNal research couNcil oN 
biomechaNics of iNJury

Gerald Navratil
Thomas Alva Edison Professor, Applied Physics and Applied 
Mathematics

member, board of directors, fusioN power associates
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Scholarly Leadership

ismail C. Noyan
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and of Earth 
and Environmental Engineering; Chair, Department of 
Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics

chair,  hard x-ray NaNoprobe beamliNe advisory team 
(hxN-bat), NatioNal syNchrotroN light source ii (Nsls-
ii) brookhaveN NatioNal laboratory

chair, beamtime allocatioN committee, Nsls-ii

Aron Pinczuk
Professor of Applied Physics and of Physics

editor-iN-chief, solid state coMMunications journal

Lorenzo Polvani
Professor of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics and of 
Earth and Environmental Sciences

coNveNer, agu chapmaN coNfereNce oN “the width of the 
tropics” 

lead author, uNep/wmo 2014 scieNtific assessmeNt of 
ozoNe depletioN

co-chair, whole atmosphere chemistry climate model 
(waccm)

 
Scholarly Leadership

Andrew Smyth
Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics

vice presideNt, asce emi board of goverNors

Michael Weinstein
Professor of Applied Mathematics and of Mathematics

seNior editor, journal oF nonlinear science (spriNger-verlag)

editorial board, studies in aPPlied MatheMatics (mit)

editorial board, ams mathematical surveys aNd moNographs

chair, thematic year oN mathematics aNd optics, Nsf–
iNstitute for mathematics aNd its applicatioNs (ima) 
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M I S S I o N  S TaT E M E N T

The mission of The Fu Foundation School 

of Engineering and applied Science is to 

expand knowledge and advance technology 

through research, while educating students to 

become leaders informed by an engineering 

foundation. Enriched with the intellectual 

resources of a global university in the 

City of New york, we push disciplinary 

frontiers, confront complex issues, and 

engineer innovative solutions to address the 

grand challenges of our time. We create a 

collaborative environment that embraces 

interdisciplinary thought, integrated 

entrepreneurship, cultural awareness, and 

social responsibility, and advances the 

translation of ideas into practical innovations.
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